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NEW PRODUCT:
The Elephant Princess: (28x26 mn.) A rock-music-playing 16-year-old learns that she’s the princess of a magical kingdom that needs her to save it from doom.
Rahman: (28x26 mn.) A solitary prehistoric hunter sets out to realize his dream that “those-who-walk-upright” will live in peace one day.
Fun with Claude: (52x10 mn.) Cuddy, 3-year-old Claude leaves his Arctic home for sunny Beachampton, where everything is unfamiliar and he’s suddenly the only polar bear around.
Inside Tibet: (1x52 mn.) A 2,000-km journey that shows a Tibet rarely seen by Western journalists, where age-old traditions are being crushed.
India Reborn: (4x52 mn.) The portrait of a vibrant country caught between medieval lifestyles and high-tech modernity, stunning wealth and staggering poverty.
Dabbawalla: The Lunchbox Miracles: (1x52 mn.) In Mumbai, 5,000 dabbawallas [lunch carriers] deliver 200,000 lunches every day in color-coded tins.

ZDF’s Fun with Claude.

Mountain Medic: (21x43 mn.) A big-city physician returns to his Alpine hometown and becomes the local doctor.
The Fifth Commandment: (10x45 min.) Whenever murder shakes the Church, the Vatican sends Father Castell and his partner, a tough, single-mom cop, to solve the crime.
My Sister’s Death: (1x90 min.) Caroline travels to South Africa, where her sister allegedly died in a car accident, and meets her sister’s possibly violent boyfriend.
Four Days in Tuscany: (1x90 min.) Valerie gives herself four days to sell the family home in Tuscany, but starts questioning her life when her first big love suddenly shows up.